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The engine was discontinued in new trucks F-Series after , and new SUVs Explorer after , but
remains available for purchase from Ford Performance Parts as a crate engine. The
designations of 'Windsor' and 'Cleveland' were derived from the locations of manufacture:
Windsor, Ontario and Cleveland, Ohio. The engine was designed as a successor to the Ford
Y-block engine. Production began in for installation in the model year Ford Fairlane and
Mercury Meteor. From the mids through the s, the Ford Small Block engine was also marinized
for use in smaller recreational boats. For the model year, Ford began phasing in their new
Modular V8 engine to replace the small-block, beginning with the Lincoln Town Car and
continuing through the s. The small-block engine was introduced in the Ford Fairlane. The
engine uses a separate aluminum timing chain cover, which differentiates it from the later series
Cleveland engines that use an integrated timing cover. All Ford Small Block engines use
two-valve-per-cylinder heads, with "2V" and "4V" designations indicating the number of barrels
or venturi in the carburetor. The valves are in-line and use straight six-bolt valve covers.
Coolant is routed out of the block through the intake manifold. Two additional displacements
were produced during the engine's history. The W so identified to distinguish from the series
Cleveland C uses a taller block than the other engines in the series to avoid excessively short
connecting rods. The first attempt mated a tunnel-port head to a cu in block, but the
displacement proved to be too small to deliver the desired power. The next iteration of the
engine mated an improved head design to the cu in block, producing the famous "Boss ". The
heads from the Boss became the production heads on the series Cleveland engines, which
used the same bore spacing and head bolt configuration as the small block engines. As the s
drew to a close, Ford began the design of a new OHC V8 to replace the venerable small block
design. The Modular 4. Through the rest of the decade, Ford gradually shifted V8 applications to
the Modular engine, with the Mustang transitioning in Even as the small block neared the end of
its life, development continued, with new cylinder heads introduced for the Ford Explorer in
American sales in new vehicles ended with the Ford Explorer, but the engine continues to be
offered for sale as a crate engine from Ford Racing and Performance Parts. All of the July
through August engines used a five-bolt bell housing, with all s and s being of this
configuration, but the changed to the six-bolt arrangement at this time - the change was made
due to transmission utilization issues i. The block mount pads and the cylinder wall contour of
the and engines changed in Januaryâ€”February with the introduction of the variant â€” all and
engine blocks up to this time featured 'corrugated wall' construction with two freeze plugs on
the side of each bank and engine mount hole pitch distances of 6 inch. All three block variants
from this point on featured the straight wall method of construction, three freeze plugs and an
engine mount hole pitch distance of seven inches. The corrugated wall method of block
construction had caused cleaning difficulties in the foundry from day one and a change was
phased in. An advanced, compact, thinwall-casting design, it was 24 in wide, 29 in long, and In
stock form, it used a two-barrel carburetor and a compression ratio of 8. Valve diameters were
1. The was phased out in April due to a lack of demand after about , had been produced. The
second version of the Fairlane V8, introduced during the middle of the model year March , had a
larger bore of 3. Compression ratio was raised fractionally to 8. For the and car model years, the
valve head diameters remained the same as the , but for the car model year, they were enlarged
to 1. Rated power was not changed. In , the became the base engine on full-sized Ford sedans.
Later in the model year, its availability was expanded to the Ford Falcon and Mercury Comet.
The special rally version of the Falcon and Comet and early AC Cobra sports cars of used a
high-performance version of the with higher compression, hotter camshaft timing, upgraded
connecting rods, valves with larger diameter valve stems, stronger valve springs and a
four-barrel carburetor. This engine was termed the HP by Ford and was specifically made for
Carroll Shelby â€” about were made. The â€” Sunbeam Tiger Mk I used the Bore was expanded
to 4. Stroke remained at 2. The base version came with a two-barrel carburetor and 8. In , an
intermediate performance version of the engine was introduced with a four-barrel carburetor
and 9. The engine was an option on the Ford Mustang and was known as the "D-code" from the
letter code used to identify the engine in the VIN. The D-code engine is relatively rare, as it was
only offered as an optional engine in the latter half of the model year. This engine is not the
same engine as the HiPo K-code engine offered in Ford vehicles. For , the compression ratio of
the base was raised to 9. In the four-barrel version was increased to A high-performance
version of the engine was introduced late in the model year as a special order for Ford
Fairlanes. The engine is informally known as the HiPo or the K-code' after the engine letter used
in the VIN of cars so equipped. Oddly, this engine was introduced in as the only engine
available in the intermediate Fairlanes. Lesser-powered cars had the engine in that year.
Starting in June , it became an option for the Mustang. The HiPo engine was engineered to
increase performance and high-RPM reliability over standard fare. It had solid lifters with hotter

cam timing; Even the HiPo's fan was unique. The K-code HiPo engine was an expensive option
and its popularity was greatly diminished after the and big-block engines became available in
the Mustang and Fairlane lines, which offered similar power at the expense of greater weight for
far less cost. Shelby also replaced the internal front press-in oil gallery plugs with a screw-in
type plug to reduce chances of failure. Ford designed a new block for the GT, due to a new
regulation which limited engine displacement to 5. Ford was able to arrive at the displacement
by an extra eighth-inch of piston travel to the Hi-Performance V8. The block featured
heavy-duty, four-bolt main bearing caps and pressed in freeze plugs. This engine was topped
with Gurney-Weslake aluminum heads. About 50 blocks were made. Ford's new "Tunnel-Port"
engine was originally envisioned as the secret weapon for the Trans-Am season, which would
bring them a third Championship win. Starting with a GT block, Ford topped the engine with a
new head design. The intake ports were straight, instead of snaking around the push rods. The
push rods actually went through the center of the ports thus the name "Tunnel-Port". This
configuration also enabled larger valves to be used. A strong bottom end, thicker cylinder walls,
steel screw-in freeze plugs , race-prepared crank, special HD connecting rods, and
Cleveland-style forged pistons kept the engine together at high speeds. The key to this engine's
power was the large-port, large-valve, quench-chambered, free-flowing heads. The Boss
Mustang was offered only for the and model years. In a January issue of Hot Rod magazine, a
Boss engine built to the exact specifications, settings, and conditions to the original engine was
tested. In an attempt to reduce the high speeds, the organizers of this race capped the engine
capacity in Ford consequently returned to the MKI GT40 originally using the Windsor , but had
now increased its capacity to meet the new rules. Since Ford had ruled that the GT40 engines
must have a direct link back to its production cars, the was adopted in domestic manufacturing.
The connecting rods were shortened to allow the use of the same pistons as the It replaced the
early in the model year. The most common form of this engine used a two-barrel carburetor,
initially with 9. It had hydraulic lifters and valves of 1. The was manufactured in Windsor from to
Ten years of manufacture was punctuated by several design changes, some small or larger. In ,
the manufacturing of the engine was moved from Windsor, Ontario to Cleveland, Ohio. Along
with the move came most changes that stayed with it for the remainder of its life. These were
longer valve stems with rotating lash caps, bottle neck type rocker studs for a positive stop nut
arrangement and a longer pushrod to correct valve train geometry. The water pump borrowed
from the Cleveland, with a few minor alterations to the casting, allowed the use of a left hand
water inlet. This change also necessitated the need for a harmonic dampener change to move
the timing marks to the other side of the front timing cover and a change to four bolts holding
the crank pulley rather than just three. Emission regulations caused a progressive reduction in
compression ratio for the two-barrel, to 9. In that year, U. From the car model year, the became
more commonly known as the 5. Ford may have used the "5. Despite its advertised
displacement, Car and Driver referred to the as a 4. Throttle-body fuel injection became
available on the Lincoln Continental , and became standard on all non-H. For the model year,
Ford replaced the throttle-body system with sequential multi-port fuel injection, identifiable by
the large intake with an "EFI 5. For only, a special high-performance version of the was offered
for the Shelby GT It had a longer-duration camshaft, still with hydraulic lifters. The heads had
special close-tolerance pushrod holes to guide the pushrods without rail rocker arms or
stamped steel guide plates. The combustion chambers also featured a smaller quench design
for a higher compression ratio and enhanced flow characteristics. Additionally, high-flow cast
exhaust manifolds similar to those on the Hi-Po K-code engine further improved output.
Heavy-duty connecting rods with high-strength bolts and a nodular iron crankshaft were also
included in this package. This engine was not a factory engine. Rather, like all Shelby Mustang
engines, it was modified by Shelby American in their capacity as a vehicle upfitter. This special
engine is well documented in the Ford factory engine repair manual for Mustangs and Fairlanes.
The block was made in Mexico. The Mexican block was produced through to the mids and even
showed up in Ford cars, trucks, and vans throughout the s and early s Mexican-made engines
were often used by the USA car plants when CEP1 could not produce enough engines and
many Ford replacement engines were Mexican. Mexican blocks were not made from a highnickel content material as is generally thought, but rather Ford's usual ACB specification
material. They are no stronger than any other USA-made component and the bore service life is
generally lower due to less wear-resistant South American-sourced iron ore. All Mexican V8
blocks were cast and machined to accept a front engine mount as required for their truck
applications. The was to be phased out and the was to be an interim engine which would remain
until the new V6 was in production - a quick fix. Cylinder heads, which were specific to this
engine, used smaller combustion chambers and valves, and the intake ports were oval whereas
the others were all rectangular. The only externally visible clue was the use of an open-runner

intake manifold with a stamped-steel lifter valley cover attached to its underside, reminiscent of
previous-generation V8 engines, such as the Y-block and the MEL. Some variants i. Mercury
Grand Marquis were fitted with a variable-venturi carburetor which were capable of highway fuel
economy in excess of 27 MPG. Due to its dismal overall performance the was dropped at the
end the car model-year with , units manufactured - production continued and the plans to phase
it out were dropped. The model year brought a new 5. Manual-transmission equipped Mustangs
and Mercury Capris were first equipped with two-barrel carburetors , then a four-barrel Holley
carburetor â€” The block was fitted with revised, taller lifter bosses to accept roller lifters, and a
steel camshaft in , and electronic sequential fuel injection was introduced in While sequential
injection was used on the Mustang beginning in , many other vehicles, including trucks,
continued to use a batch-fire fuel injection system. The speed-density based EFI systems used
a large, two-piece, cast-aluminum manifold. It was fitted on all engines through , after which
year it was phased out for a mass-air type measuring system in most applications
non-California compliant Panther platform cars retained the speed-density system until the
Lincoln Town Car received the Modular V8 for model year , and the Crown Victoria and Grand
Marquis for The MAF system continued, with minor revisions, until the retirement of the engine
in In mid, the Explorer and Mountaineer 5. These GT40P heads are considered by many
enthusiasts to be extremely efficient. The remained a mainstay of various Ford cars and trucks
through the late '90s, although it was progressively replaced by the 4. The last engine was
produced for installation in a production vehicle was at Cleveland Engine Plant 1 in December ,
as part of a build-ahead to supply Ford of Australia, which installed their last such engine in a
new vehicle in August The is still available as a complete crate motor from Ford Racing
Performance Parts. In , Ford Australia also built some stroked, 5. Vehicles fitted with these
stroker engines were sold under the banner of, and only available from dealers under the FTE
banner Ford Tickford Experience. They were produced in conjunction with long standing
performance partner Tickford. These engines were highly successful, but upper management
refused to allow engines so equipped to go into production, stating that to use a cast iron block
in a new car though the remained an engine option in Explorers through MY was no longer
acceptable. One of the 5. Various aftermarket manufacturers have also produced four-valve
heads for the , notably Dominion Performance. The W Windsor is often confused with the
Cleveland , which is a different engine of identical displacement. The distributor is slightly
different, so as to accommodate a larger oil pump shaft and larger oil pump. Some years had
threaded dipstick tubes. It had a unique head which optimized torque over high-rpm breathing,
frequently replaced by enthusiasts with aftermarket heads providing better performance. The
early and heads had larger valves and ports for better performance. Early blocks casting ID
C9OEB had enough metal on bearing saddles 2, 3, and 4 for four-bolt mains, and as with all
small-block Fords SBFs , were superior in strength to most late-model, lightweight castings.
Generally, the to blocks are considered to be far superior in strength than the later blocks,
making these early units some of the strongest and most desirable in the entire SBF engine
family including the series. During the s, a four-barrel version intake manifold casting ID E6TEB
was reintroduced for use in light trucks and vans. In , fuel injection replaced the four-barrel
carburetor. The original connecting rod beam forging ID C9OE-A featured drilled oil squirt
bosses to lubricate the piston pin and cylinder bore and rectangular-head rod bolts mounted on
broached shoulders. A number of fatigue failures were attributed to the machining of the part,
so the bolt head area was spot-faced to retain metal in the critical area, requiring the use of
'football head' bolts. The oil squirt bosses were drilled for use in export engines, where the
quality of accessible lubricants was questionable. The cap featured a longer boss for balancing
than the original design. The block underwent some changes since its inception. In , deck
height was extended from 9. In , a boss was added on the front of the right cylinder bank to
mount the air injection pump casting D4AE-A. In , the oil dipstick tube moved from the timing
case to the skirt under the left cylinder bank near the rear of the casting. In , the rear main seal
was changed from a two-piece component to a one-piece design. Around 8. During the s, motor
enthusiasts were modifying Cleveland 2V cylinder heads by rerouting the coolant exit from the
block surfaces to the intake manifold surfaces for use in the W, resulting in the Clevor
combining Cleveland and Windsor. This modification required the use of custom pistons by
reason of differing combustion chamber terrain canted valves vs. This combination yielded the
horsepower potential of the C with the ruggedness of the W small block and was possible
because more C 2V cylinder heads were manufactured than the corresponding engine blocks
the M and used the same head as the C 2V. The 5. Before , the 5. This programmed coding was
placed into the vehicle's computer to tell the motor how much air it should be getting, therefore
supplying an appropriate amount of fuel. However, if modifications are made to increase air
flow, the computer does not provide more fuel until the oxygen sensors register a lean burn and

only then can the computer compensate fuel trim. After , the engine was changed to mass air
flow MAF. This allowed the computer to directly read how much air the engine was receiving
through the help of a sensor in the air intake as long as that exact sensor was used MAF
sensors cannot be upgraded for increased flow without using an aftermarket chip, reflash, or
ECU. The rest of the intake system can be modified in any number of ways, but generally the
MAF sensor remains stock. Because the computer reads this, it is able to increase the amount
of fuel the engine gets when the air flow is increased, thus increasing performance. During that
time, the recreational marine community's small-block V8 platform of choice shifted to the cu in
5. In , Saleen released the S7 twin-turbo version of the engine with two Garrett turbochargers
producing 5. Deck height choices include 9. Maximum displacements are 4. The resulting
displacement is up to The uncross-drilled block with increased bore capacity became available
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engines. Ford Duratorq. Ford 3. Its production was resumed by a joint venture in and with
Tickford , and between and with Prodrive , the latter being marketed as the FPV GT. The Falcon
GT is inextricably linked with the history of Australian sport sedan car production and with the
evolution of Australian domestic motor racing. An XA series HO was abandoned in the early
stage of development due to public pressure in after an infamous newspaper campaign against
excessive top speed. This change led to the GT badge becoming a permanent fixture of the
Falcon range, with the aim of more closely competing against rival Holden 's HSV. FPV's
operations ended in , as part of Ford Australia's end of location production by , with the launch
of the last GT-F "". The XR series was a major shift in the evolution of the Falcon, then still
being adapted from its American counterpart for Australian release. The car was noticeably
larger compared to the XP model range. For the first time, Ford Australia offered a V8 engine on
the range, the cubic-inch engine then in use on the Ford Mustang. The financing by the
Australian Police force for certain testing created an opportunity for Ford to take advantage of
the option of the powerful V8 engine, with Ford producing the Police Interceptor Pack Falcon
which the Falcon GT was built on. Two prototype Police interceptors were given to Victoria
Police for evaluation, one for the Mobile Traffic Section, and the other for the Wireless patrol.
Both were rejected. Modifications to engine performance and stiffer suspension were suggested
and adapted the Falcon GT went into production with the police GT variant economically fitted
with Falcon external appearance. The Falcon GT would be marketed in the same way as the
Cortina GT with the competition arm of Ford Australia preparing production racing cars to race
at the Bathurst A charcoal interior consisting of unique designed seats that were not available
on any other model Falcon, wood-grained steering wheel, dash, and matching gear knob with
special Stewart-Warner instrumentation. Shock absorbers were also upgraded which added to
the sporty specification. The XR GT was available to the public exclusively with a manual
transmission and in the exclusive "GT Gold" paint, with a total of units built. A fleet of eight
units was produced in "Gallaher Silver" for promotion of the Gallaher tobacco brand, which had
a small keyhole in the right-rear quarter panel under one of the taillights that activated an alarm
system connected to the doors and boot. After a day-long battle against three Alfa Romeos at
Bathurst in , the team emerged with a 1â€”2 team victory with Firth and Gibson winning by 11
seconds which captured the public imagination and sales figures soared. The move forced

General Motors-Holden and Chrysler Australia to respond with their own performance editions
of their large sedan in when neither had such vehicles planned, beginning the era of the
Australian Falcon GT legend. The color range was also increased, and sales doubled the
number of the previous range. The XT won the Teams Prize in the London-Sydney Marathon
finishing third, fifth, and eighth in the event, against more rally-focused opposition. Ford
introduced the HO high outputâ€”quite often erroneously referred to as "handling option"
package in the XW model range , creating a two-tier range, with the HO package essentially a
road-registerable racing car for the leading production touring car teams to exploit. Changes
also were made to the suspension, including stiffer shock absorbers and springs and
larger-diameter roll bars. Despite the changes made, at the Hardie-Ferodo poor tyre
performance meant that drivers had to pit regularly over the opposition. In , the Cleveland V8
engine replaced the previous Windsor engines, the cubic-inch Cleveland engine was first used
in a small batch of Phase 1 specification XW GT's, these are retrospectively referred to as
"Phase 1. Ford modified the engine in the Phase II, with a larger carburetor cfm over the
Cleveland's original cfm version. Among the visual changes to the normal Falcon range, the XY
received the " shaker scoop " ram-air intake from the Mach 1 Mustang. The homologation
specials reached their zenith with the Ford Falcon GTHO Phase III in , a car which Allan Moffat
used to defeat all opposition in the Bathurst enduro and remained the fastest four-door
production sedan in the world until the introduction of the Lotus Carlton 19 years later, with a
6-cylinder engine. The GT received unique front fenders with dummy air vents on the leading
edges, and a bonnet featuring NACA-style ducts. Purchasers were now offered a larger range of
colour combinations, with the GT black-outs on the bonnet and lower edges of the car now
available in silver. On Sunday, 25 June , the front page of the Sun-Herald set off a chain of
responses from the New South Wales Minister for Transport, Milton Morris , who called for the
ban of these supercars just three days after the news article. Group C allowed modified
versions of road cars to compete, removing the need for manufactures to develop road-going
race specials. Only one of these cars was ever used in competition, with one sold to rally driver
Bruce Hodgson, and eventually was destroyed in a crash in The car has since been
rediscovered and is undergoing restoration. The sole production car was not sold until the
following year, by Jack Brabham Ford, to a Sydney, Australia-based owner, who then had the
car resprayed from its original Calypso Green to Zircon Green. The car went through a number
of owners until the current owner had the car restored to factory specifications, in a build
documented by an Australian Fords publication. The XB GT received a new aggressive front
end with a twin nostril bonnet, similar to the style found on the ''73 Mach 1 Mustang. The XB
was the most popular GT model built by Ford with a total of 2, sedans and hardtops sold. In
August , Ford introduced the John Goss Special , a limited-edition hardtop with a unique color
scheme and several GT appearance and interior features, to celebrate the fact that Goss was the
only driver to win both the Australian Grand Prix and the Bathurst Apart from developing
Falcon's XR sports models and fitting certain accessories to the Falcon and Fairlane range e.
The anniversary years are based from the time of the introduction of the first Falcon GT in
based on the XR series , and became the first time that a Falcon GT was again available since
the last GT of based on the XB series. These GTs represented, for the first time, a shift from
extreme performance to a refined grand tourer vehicle, as highlighted by their interiors based
on the luxury-oriented Fairmont Ghia models. In , it was expanded with the luxury-oriented
variant GT-E Falcon, and between and , the range was also bolstered by various limited
editions. Those BF series models included the: [5]. These vehicles were built between and From
, these vehicles marked the return of the GT name, following FTE's unsuccessful attempt to
establish its T-series based on the AU series Falcon sold between and Limited editions included
the: GT "40th Anniversary" units, 25 of which were exported to New Zealand; units manual, 14
of which with upgraded Brembo brakes; 89 automatic, 9 of which with upgraded Brembo
brakes; units no. Limited editions included the: GT "Black" units , GT "R-spec" units, of which
in Silhouette black and the final GT-F "" units of which 50 exported [2]. From Wikipedia, the free
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non-gold GTs, while having the same specifications, are the rarest of the early Australian sport
sedans. Celebrating the 25th anniversary of the first original Falcon GT, with a total production
of units [5] [34] taking a more refined grand tourer approach. The interior was in fact based on
that of the Fairmont Ghia. Falcon Ute. Falcon Van. Transit Custom. Subcompact SUV. Compact
SUV. Mid-size SUV. The dawn of the s brought a new landscape to automobile manufacturing.
The muscle car movement had peaked, imports continued to take market share, governmental
regulations were on the rise, and the biggest new growth market was in a wave of subcompacts.
Though the way forward may have been cloudy, one thing was clear: The s were over. Ford had
been aggressively updating its engine lineup. Existing engines grew in displacement; the grew
to ci, then , , and A modern and compact small-block replaced the obsolete Y-block in , and was
upsized to a in Also in , a new big-block engine family, utilizing similar weight-reducing designs,
appeared as the It would be radically transformed into the Boss the following year, and into the
wedge-head Cobra Jet for Ford's engine development was on the move. But while Ford had the
big-block and small-block engines covered, a hole had developed. For , that was addressed with
the introduction of the then-new Windsor, but Ford's aggressive program of modernization
came up with an all-new just one year after the Windsor's introduction. Even the firing order
was different. The new , nicknamed the Cleveland after Ford's Engine Plant Number 2 where it
was produced, was yet another completely new engine, from a completely new engine family
they called the Both Ford and Mercury made heavy use of the new The Mercury dealer album
bulleted these points to be played up to customers under the headline "Points to Emphasize
about the New V-8 Canted Valve Engines. Bore and stroke were the same on the W and C,
though the block was completely different. A quick way to tell the two apart is that the C has the
water pump housing cast into the block, while the W block is flat at the front. The biggest
changes were in the heads, which, save for the water jacket openings, were verbatim pickups of
the Boss heads introduced in The heads had a lot in common with the heads introduced on the
in Initially, two different castings were used: Cs with two-barrel carbs had big ports and valves,
while Cs with four-barrel carbs had huge ports and valves. Two-barrel engines got 2. For
perspective, 2. Intake and exhaust ports were also substantially larger in the four-barrel engine.
Another key upgrade was the operating angle of the C's valves. Instead of having all the valves
aligned in the same plane, as with the W, the C tilted the valves slightly. From the cylinder
centerline, intake valves leaned around 9 degrees toward the intake port and around 4 degrees
to the side. This allowed for slightly larger valve diameter and smoother bends in the port
contours. Because each cylinder's valves operated at different angles, each valve had its own
pedestal. Cams for both engines were hydraulic, and the four-barrel cam was slightly hotter
than the two-barrel. Airflow through the heads was a quantum leap forward from Ford's
traditional smallish ports, though the four-barrel heads and valves may have been too much of a
good thing, at least for responsive street performance. NASCAR engine builders improved port
efficiency by using epoxy to raise the port floor and reduce the opening of both intake and
exhaust ports by around 30 percent. Other four-barrel upgrades over the two-barrel engines
were stainless steel head gaskets, higher valve lift an increase of 0. Horsepower ratings were at
4, rpm for the two-barrel, and at 5, rpm for the four-barrel, 10 more than the W four-barrel.
Interestingly, the C four-barrel's rated torque output of at 3, rpm was down from the W
four-barrel's rating of at 3, The C found lots of applications, including an intermediate engine
option on many base models, as well as being the standard engine on step-up models like Mach
1 and Cougar XR7. Road tests of the day showed C four-barrel Mach 1 Mustangs running Like
the , which got the performance treatment after first appearing as a passenger car engine, the
had a hot new version for Original plans were to continue the Boss into , but that was scratched
in the last stages of development. Likewise, the Boss was dropped. Available beginning in
November , the Boss carried very little forward from earlier Boss Mustangs. The body was
completely new, and the amped-up new was, too. Starting with the already-strong C four-barrel,
engineers gave the engine generous upgrades, adding four-bolt mains to the block and
upgrading the pistons to forged aluminum. The crank remained cast nodular iron and the rods
remained forged, though both ends of the crank were upgraded with a flywheel cast of high
nodular iron at the rear and a larger balancer at the front. Ports and valve size were unchanged
from the C, though the valvetrain was extensively upgraded in ways that might escape the
casual glance, starting with a hotter mechanical-lifter cam with higher lift and extended

duration. Pushrods were the same length as standard production s, but were hardened and
ground, and kept in place with guide plates. Stronger valve springs had pounds of pressure
open, up from the pounds for non-Boss engines, and they got a stamped steel seat to prevent
them from wandering at high rpm. The Boss intake was cast aluminum and featured a
spread-bore pattern. The carburetor looked like any other Autolite , but the Boss used a D with
the spread-bore patternâ€”smaller primaries and larger secondaries. All Boss s came with ram
air induction, comprised of an open-element breather mated to functional, dual-inlet
hoodscoops. Exhaust manifolds, having been designed well in the first place, were standard
production. Elsewhere, electronic ignition was still to come, so a standard dual-point distributor
provided improved ignition. Alternators had oversized pulleys to prevent overspeed. Factory
rated at hp at 5, rpm, this new engine was the highest output that this engine family would see.
Other performance engines would follow, but none would match the Boss In Ford's advance
press materials it was called the H. Now things get confusing. In May , a third version of the
four-barrel appeared, called the Cobra Jet. It was, in essence, a warmed-over four-barrel, but
with lower-compression 9. The rest of the engine was standard four-barrel. As if the waters
weren't muddy enough, brought yet another shuffling of the landscape. The Cobra Jet was
gone, at least in name. The four-barrel engine had all the same specs as 's Cobra Jet, but it was
no longer called a Cobra Jet, at least by Ford. Mercury literature retains the CJ reference. The
lone difference is that the version's cam was retarded 4 degrees. Horsepower rating for this
engine was at 5,, and torque was at 3, The Boss engine shared a similar fate. The Boss Mustang
was dropped, but the Boss engine was carried over mostly intact, only under the H. Or was it a
different name? After all, Ford called the Boss engine the H. While the H. The heads with the
large ports and valves were retained, and so were the mechanical lifters and valvetrain, but the
new heads had the larger, open combustion chamber. That, with new flat-top pistons, dropped
the compression ratio 2. Ford also dialed back cam duration from degrees to Horsepower fell
55, from to , and torque plunged 84 lb-ft, from to Even though ratings were net, this was a sharp
detune. More cuts were on the way. For the record, Ford also introduced the two-barrel in , a
higher-displacement half-inch longer stroke but low-revving, low-octane, low-compression,
low-performance spinoff of the It had a taller block to accommodate the longer stroke, but there
was never a performance version of the Because of the move to net horsepower standards,
ratings changed by car. The November 11, , Lincoln-Mercury Product News Bulletin explained:
"the new rating procedure results in minor power rating differences when the same engine is
used in different car lines. For example the V engine has a different horsepower rating for
Mercury, Montego and Cougar. This is caused by differences in the exhaust, air intake and
emission control systems. There are slight variances where the California equipment is not
installed. Decoded, that means that the published horsepower figures are a worst-case
scenario, and cars without California emissions will have a bit more power. For , the Boss and
H. Heads were the large-port four-barrel castings, but were now fitted with smaller, 2. The Ford
Car Facts dealer album mentioned these highlights:. Horsepower and torque specs were
unpublished in both the and Ford Car Facts dealer albums. There were almost two pages of
discussion about emissions systems, but not a single line about horsepower and torque, save
for this note in the section on Power Teams: "Engine compression ratios, horsepower and
torque data to be furnished at a later date. By , performance was over. Mustang was forging
ahead as a radically downsized compact with an inline four-cylinder as its standard powerplant.
The Cleveland design would continue, but as the long-stroke M and For fans of classic,
high-powered muscle, the best years of the Cleveland design had come and gone. Pinnacle of
the Cleveland engine design: the four-barrel H. All the good stuff is here: four-bolt mains, giant
ports and valves, high-compression combustion chambers, forged pistons, aluminum intake,
and Ram Air. It featured a half-inch longer stroke than the , and even in standard passenger car
form there was no performance version of the W it equaled the Boss 's factory horsepower
rating. This image is taken from the press event where the W engine was introduced. Can you
spot the error? Mid, the new Cleveland replaced the Windsor. The Cleveland featured many
advancements, especially in the cylinder heads, which were patterned after the Ports were
huge, with valves to match. The C block is easily distinguished by the cast-in timing gear cover
that extends forward at the front of the engine. Expanding on the valvetrain geometry
introduced on the , the Cleveland's improved breathing came from canted valves. Both intake
and exhaust valves were tilted on two different planes, allowing large diameters, smoother port
transitions, and greater flow of coolant between the valves. Connecting rods on C engines, both
two- and four-barrel versions, were forged steel. Main bearing caps for both had extended width
to allow for the possibility of four-bolt mains. Neither engine had four-bolt mains for , but
beginning in they would become standard on four-barrel C engines. Two versions of the C were
built for , a two-barrel engine and a four-barrel. On the C, the difference extended beyond the

carb and intake manifold. Two-barrel s had heads with large ports and valves, while four-barrel
s got very large ports and valves, and a cfm Autolite A carburetor on an iron, dual-plane intake
manifold. Cleveland heads have "2" or "4" cast into the corners to designate which head it is.
Popup pistons and closed-chamber heads helped bump compression up to Boss All production
heads were iron. No aluminum option was offered. The 2. To better tolerate lower octane fuels,
all and later Cs used the lower compression, open-chamber heads. Valve size remained the
same for , but changes were coming for and beyond. The and H. These changes, teamed with
the Cleveland's ample ports and valves, really gave the Boss a mean streak. Exhaust manifolds,
long a bottleneck on Ford engines, were addressed on the C. These castings may not have
flowed as well as the 's long-tube manifolds, but they were a big improvement over the and
manifolds. Four-barrel exhaust manifolds had larger ports and passages than the two-barrel
castings, but both had 2. The exception were Boss manifolds, which had larger 2. You can tell a
Cleveland engine at a glance by its rectangular valve covers. Close Ad. Tom Shaw Writer. To put
the new design into production, Ford spent big. Computer-designed, lower and wider cylinder
block made with the latest advancements in precision thin-wall casting techniques Compound
canted valves with large heads positioned to provide maximum intake and exhaust flow
capacity to provide better breathing, better flow, and permit improved cooling Exhaust-heated
intake manifold with large oval ports to help warm up the engine quickly and recycle more heat
to the engine when needed Lightweight pistons with large valve clearance cutout for the intake
valve that improve breathing and permit a bigger charge of the fuel-air mixture into cylinders
Five main bearing nodular iron crankshaft making possible stronger, leaner crankshafts that
weigh less. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. It's safe to say we've built a few Chevys in the
pages of Car Craft. Let's spare the drama and get to the results right away. Starting with a
bone-stock W truck engine, we bored the block 0. That combination was good for hp at 5, rpm
and lb-ft at 4, rpm. After that, we dropped Trick Flow's 11R cylinder heads on the same
short-block and made hp at 6, rpm and lb-ft at 5, rpm. Along the way, we shuffled a few intake
manifolds and carburetors across this engine, and the test results are interesting. The
foundation of the build is simple: a truck engine from the s. It came with a roller cam and a
one-piece rear main seal from the factory. We got the long-block for free from a guy who was
running it in a turbocharged Fox-body Mustang. It was past worn out; he decided to upgrade to
an aftermarket block and just wanted to get rid of this engine. This engine had detonated quite a
bit under boost and needed to have the main cap registers repaired and the main caps
align-honed. The crankshaft and connecting rods all checked out OK, though. The cylinders
cleaned up with a minimal 0. The crank and rods were reused, and Brian installed a new Melling
high-volume oil pump. We spec'd ARP bolts throughout the build. For this iteration, we decided
to use a set of KB flat-top hypereutectic pistons. They come with 6. Brian mocked up pistons in
all four corners to measure, then surfaced the block to set the pistons at zero-deck. In nearly all
circumstances, you can reuse stock roller lifters, but ours were pretty rough from sitting for a
while, so Brian replaced them with a set of Crane's OE replacement roller lifters. It's an
off-the-shelf Crane cam, but Brian asked for it to be custom-ground on a degree lobe-separation
angle instead of the standard degree LSA. The GT40 heads needed some machining prior to
installation. Brian first cut the guide bosses and spring pads for valvespring locators. Next, he
used a reamer to increase the diameter of the GT40's bolt holes to match the 's thicker-diameter
head bolts. He also machined the rocker-arm stands for Crane's stud conversion kit. We used
Crane's 1. Valve float was nonexistent, even at engine speeds approaching 7, rpm. Here is the
GT40 combination ready to run. With 0. We used Doug's headers for all the tests. Brian chose
them because the combination of inch-long, diameter primary tubes and short 3-inch collectors
complemented the cam and heads better than most other headers available with longer
primaries. We used Torco 10W oil and octane gasoline from the local Chevron. This
combination made best power with 29 degrees total timing. The heads were machined to accept
a set of 1. Brian selected a set of Ferrea valves, and no other machining or porting was done to
the GT40 heads other than the valve job. We used this opportunity to test a few different intake
manifolds. From left to right: Edelbrock Victor Jr. Each manifold fit both the GT40 and Trick
Flow heads flawlessly. No matter which cylinder heads were installed, the engine made best
power with the bigger carb. Available in or cc intake runner sizes, we choose the latter for this
test. Both versions of the 11R are fully CNC ported. Doug's inch primary tube headers were
used throughout. The 11R's combustion chambers are fully CNC-profiled as well. The valve
angles differ slightly from the traditional Twisted Wedge design. Pistons with valve reliefs
specifically made for Twisted Wedge heads will still work with these heads, though. Two
combustion chamber sizes are available: 56cc and 66cc. We chose the former, yielding a
Because they're simply taller than production Ford cylinder heads, the 11Rs needed pushrods
that were nearly 2 inches taller than stock. Brian chose a set of inch,
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0. These measure 8. The stock pushrods were 6. Doug's inch headers were used again to test
the 11R heads. Brian installed a set of NGK FR5 spark plugs, and this combination ran best on
30 degrees of total timing. Our KB pistons weren't designed with Twisted Wedge valve reliefs,
so Brian paid close attention to valve clearances. He needed to grind the intake valve relief
angle slightly, but was able to create a safe 0. Compared to the best power made with the GT40
heads, just the addition of Trick Flow's 11R heads yielded an increase of hp with no loss in
torque anywhere in the powerband. Want even better news? This cam really isn't big enough to
take advantage of the full potential of these cylinder heads. We will explore that limit more fully
in our next installment with a bigger cam and more displacement. No matter what, Trick Flow's
11R cylinder heads offer an incredible bang for the buck. Close Ad. John McGann writer Brian
Hafliger photographer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.

